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J-105 “Paladin” Boat Manual
Seattle Sailing Club
Welcome aboard our awesome J-105, “Paladin”. We are doing everything possible to
make sure this boat is always ready to go for a day-sail or a two-week adventure. Please
treat her with the care she deserves, like she is your own boat. This manual is designed to
make your trip easier and give you the clear instructions underway you may be seeking.
There are additional manuals onboard if you are seeking extra details. Help us out by
filling out and turning in the user reports each sail so we can continue to provide the
safest and best equipment possible. Thanks and have a great sail! SSC
Paladin is one of the favorite boats in our fleet for the following reasons:
Paladin is a J 105 and designed as the perfect performance racer/cruiser she sails like a
dream. Full sail can be carried in up to18 knots especially since the main sail area is set
forward. The running and standing rigging are designed for efficiency. A wealth of racing
and cruising experience has gone into the deck layout to make sailing and boat handling
safe and easy to handle by a couple and for a racing crew.
Also:
-Popular one-design race fleet.
-Solid boat in various wind conditions with two reef points
-Beautiful spacious cockpit for day sails with a nice dodger for sun and rain protection
-Roller Furling Headsail
-Sleeps 4 with 2 in v-berth and two single bunks in main salon.
-Marine toilet with a 12-gallon holding tank.
-Non-pressurized alcohol two-burner cook top.

Paladin’s Challenges - Things to Know
-Gear shift lever is side-to-side instead of fore and aft.
-While throttling down (especially during engine warm-up) folding prop tends to cavitate
at certain RPMs. Do NOT let engine run at this speed! You will damage engine mounts
or prop shaft seal. Throttle up slightly to get out of heavy vibration mode.
-Basic cabin comfort with a small holding tank
-Simple cook top must be filled with stove alcohol by opening metal box and removing
canisters to refill. Do not pour directly into box! If you overfill/spill there could be a fire!
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J-105 “Paladin”
Boat Specs:

Accommodations:

LOA: 34.5’ (10.5 M)
LWL: 29.5’
Beam: 11’
Draft: 6’ 5”
Mast over waterline: 50’4”
Displacement:7,750
Fuel capacity: 12 gal.
Water capacity: 25 gal.
Holding Tank- 12 gallons

-Paladin sleeps four people
comfortably; two in the vberth and two in single bunks
in the main salon.

Anchor & ground tackle:
-Bow Anchor- Danforth with
20ft chain & 150ft line.
AC outlets: GFCI plug in
each head, one outlet
outboard/forward of chart
table
12V outlets: One at chart
table
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-The galley is equipped with a
non-pressurized alcohol
stove, a stainless sink, and an
icebox with storage space for
food and supplies in cabinets
behind the stove and in
cubbies aft of galley on
starboard.
- Paladin is equipped with a
25 gallon water tank.
- There is a marine head
onboard port/aft of V-berth.
-Instruments are located in
cockpit (depth wind speed

Safety Equipment/USCG Required items
Registration- Paladin’s papers are kept in the chart table in the front of this manual.
PFDs-Although each sailor should supply their own pfd to fit their body type and usage
requirements, there are extra personal floatation devices in the V-berth hanging locker.
Type IV’s -There is a USCG throw-able cushion in the main salon and a Life Sling on
port stern pulpit.

Fire Extinguishers: V-berth/ Type IV/ B-1- Starboard main salon Extra PFDs in V-berth

Horn in chart table:

First Aid/Flares/Strobe/LifeLine-above stove Life Sling

Flares- There is a flare kit starboard above the cook stove in the main salon. Please
ensure these are dated properly and look usable with each sail.
Fire extinguishers- Two type BC-I extinguishers are located starboard aft main salon and
starboard/aft of V-berth.
Air Horn- (with 1 replacement air cartridge) located in the chart table.
Running lights- Switches are on the DC panel labeled “Running lights” “Steaming light”
(to add for motoring) and “Anchor” 360 light (for anchoring only.)
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Additional safety equipment:
Emergency tiller- stowed in the starboard V-berth hanging locker below the Pfd’s and fits
into the rudder post fitting behind the steering station. Remove the access plate, and place
the base of the tiller over the head of the rudder stock. Make sure you are comfortable
with using this before there is an emergency!
Wooden plugs- tapered wooden plugs are taped to some thru-hull fittings in case of valve
failure. Refer to thru-hull map to locate each valve before sailing.
First Aid Kit-Located next to flares above the sink on starboard side of the main salon.
Manual bilge pump- socket located aft port in the cockpit. Handle stowed in chart table.

Emergency Tiller Plate
(aft of helm)

Manual Bilge
(port of helm)

Transducers w/plugs
(below sole in v-berth)

Electronic bilge pump- switch is below DC panel just aft and outboard of the chart table.
Turn on “Bilge pump” switch to activate “manual” Paladin’s bilge pump should always
be kept on intermittent “auto” position.

Bilge pump
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Bilge pump 3-way switch (auto-off-man.)

Paladin – J 105

Inventory List

OPERATIONS EQUIPMENT
Danforth Anchor w/ 200’ line
Boat Hook
2 Winch handles
1 Shore power cord-50’
1 water hose
Spare Engine parts
Tool kit
Deck key

Location
V-berth hanging locker
Port side cockpit locker
Below Chart Table
Port side cockpit locker
Port side cockpit locker

SAFETY
6 Type II PFD’s
2 Type IV’s
Bucket
Manual Bilge Pump/ Handle
1 Type BC:1 Fire extinguisher
1 Type B:1 Fire Extinguisher
1 Airhorn w/ replacement canister
Flare kit w/ 3 handheld, 3 pistol/1 whistle
1 Flashlight
First Aid kit
Emergency Tiller (See p. 8)
Spare line
Wooden Plugs
Boat Hook
NAVIGATION MATERIALS & TOOLS
Chart #18441
Captain Jack Tide/Current Guide
1 Handheld Compass
Parallel Ruler
Dividers
Pencils
Binoculars

Location
Stbd. Hanging locker
Main Salon/Port stern rail
Portside cockpit locker
Port of binnacle
Aft main cabin
Forward starboard
Chart table
Starboard above cook stove
Chart Table
Starboard above cook stove
Stbd. hanging locker
Stbd. Hanging locker/Settees
Taped to thru hull fittings
Port Settee

GALLEY ITEMS (located in Galley/office)
Kettle
6 Plates
6 Bowls
6 Cups/Coffee mugs
Silverware
Tongs/Spatula
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Chart table

Chart Table or office

Sauce pan
French press
Large carving/Steak knives
Lighter
Cutting Board
Cork screw

ADDITIONAL SUPPLIES
Toilet Paper – 1 roll per night in plastic bag
Dish Soap
2 Scrub pads
Paper Towels
Garbage Bags
Hand sanitizer
Zip lock bags

Location
Head
Head
Galley
Galley
Galley
Galley
Head

Steering Quadrant
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PALADIN’S INBOARD SYSTEMS
The Engine-Starting/Stopping/Operating
Paladin is powered by a Yanmar-2GM20F 3-cylinder diesel engine located aft behind the
companionway steps.. This is a great motor and if cared for during your charter will serve
you well. Always make sure engine is getting coolant, lubrication and proper fuel by
completing the checklist each day.
ALWAYS check the following before starting the
engine:
Raw Water Strainer clean
Fresh water coolant -level between lines
Raw water impeller access
Raw water intake valve open
Oil level-between high and low lines
Transmission linkage operational (shifts)
Belt/hoses look connected
Water/fuel separator- color not dark brown
Stuffing box shaft seal-should not drip more
than 1/30 seconds
Fuel level-should be at least half full.
Good to know where the following are located: Fuel shut off, raw water impeller access,
batteries, start-solenoid/starter, Spare engine parts/tools.
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Pre-start Checklist
- Check fuel level- Check oil level (see picture below) - Do not fill oil yourself! Let SSC know!
- Make sure raw water intake valve is open (p. 10)
- Make sure raw water strainer is not clogged -To clean out strainer, open wingnut making sure to close sea cock first
- Turn battery selector to #1 for engine start battery.
- Turn off and disconnect shore power from dock before starting engine

Water/Fuel Separator

Oil Dipstick /Stuffing Box / Raw Water Intake/Raw Water Strainer/Fresh Water Expansion

.
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The Engine-Starting/Stopping/Operating (cont.)
Starting the Engine
-

Put shift lever in neutral by pulling out handle of throttle/transmission lever
fully and bring shift lever to a vertical position.
Lift handle up and push the throttle lever forward 1/3 to increase initial RPMs
Turn ignition key to “ON” position. Audible alarm indicates low oil pressure
and will continue until the engine starts. There is an oil pressure test alarm
switch on the panel.
Push the start button on the panel. Release immediately after start. If engine
does not start in 10 seconds, release button. Advance throttle slightly and repeat.
Oil pressure alarm test and light should go out after starting. If not, stop the
engine.
Once engine starts, run at 1500 RPMs to warm up for 3-5 minutes. If no coolant
water is kicking out the back shut off engine immediately and double-check the
seacock and strainer again.

Out for neutral/
Up for gear

Engine Stop Handle
Engine Start Panel-Tachometer/Start//Key

Once started
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Observe water coming out the exhaust. If not, STOP the engine and notify SSC!
Ensure smooth idle speed for warming up. (Approx. 1500 RPM) Run engine for
5 minutes before putting into gear.
Transmission check-test forward and backwards propulsion at 850 RPM with
lines attached.

Once underway
When the Yanmar is warmed up, the best cruising speed is 2500 RPM. Never run the
engine too high as it will overheat, reduce your fuel consumption rate and not increase
your hull speed. Refuel if your tank is less than ¼ as you will get into the sludge at the
bottom of the tank and plug up filters. If at anytime your engine alarm sounds, check for
water coming out exhaust then STOP the engine. You may have run over something to
plug up coolant or the water pump may not be working properly. Check the strainer then
if nothing is obvious, call SSC. Of course raise sails and get the boat in a safe
maneuvering situation as needed!
Stopping the engine (Under normal conditions)
-
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Place throttle in idle position (vertical) in neutral
Let engine cool down for 5 minutes
Pull out black stop cable on binnacle to port of steering station until engine
stops
When alarm sounds, turn key off. Do not turn off before this as you may
damage the alternator!

Fuel Tank/Manual Gauge

Refueling- Only refuel if you charter overnight. Paladin has a 12 Gallon fuel capacity
and burns approximately .75 gallons per hour (GPH) Estimate fuel needs before you
begin fueling to anticipate amount and not overfill. Fuel gauge is just ahead of the engine
panel. The fuel tank is located behind the companionway steps between the aft head and
the quarter berth. Fuel deck plate is located aft on the port side (key in chart table). Make
sure to access the fuel “Diesel” plate, not “Waste” or “Water”! Fill diesel slowly and
keep a spill cloth ready to ensure no spillage from deck plate or vent located adjacent and
outboard of the deck plate. If at anytime you hear gurgling noises, stop! as it is about to
overflow. Do not fuel for day sails unless below ¼.
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Electrical System
DC System- Paladin is equipped with two 12 volt batteries located aft of the engine to
starboard. Indicator lights on the DC electrical panel will illustrate which switches are on.
DC will activate all switches on the DC panel operating lights, navigation instruments,
stereo, fresh water pump, bilge pump, and engine start battery. There are DC outlets aft
of switch panel, below VHF mouthpiece.

Selector Knob (below companionway)
Start/House Batteries (aft of engine)
Battery selector knob is below the companionway and determines which battery you are
using. Always use #1 for starting the engine and #2 for house systems then “Both” when
motoring to charge.**Never turn switches “Off” then “On” when the engine is
running. Current has nowhere to go and the alternator will get fried!

DC Switch Panel-aft of chart table
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AC Panel (port aft)
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Electrical System (cont.)
AC system (Shore power)- Paladin’s AC system is primarily to recharge batteries, and
access outlets for heaters, cell phone chargers, etc. The AC panel is on the port aft
bulkhead. Breaker switch is at the top. To access AC, plug in the shore power cord with
all breakers off. Then turn on shore breaker and boat master breaker then desired AC
switches. You will find AC outlets throughout the cabin.
AC temporary power -There is also an inverter on Paladin which is aft. This is used
primarily for charging phones when at anchor. But can operate many shore power units.
Simply plug into bottom of the unit. Turn off when complete as it uses a lot of DC.

Shore Power connection

AC outlets- outboard of port and starboard settees
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Battery Charger

Electronics
VHF-to access the VHF radio turn on the ”Stereo” switch on the DC panel then hold in
upper right knob to access power on unit. Squelch fine tunes and the big knob selects
channels. The radio automatically comes onto Channel 16, the USCG emergency station.
Call “May Day” 3X in life threatening situations.
“Pan! Pan! Pan!” is urgent/distress and simply “USCG” if unsure. Know your
position, how many onboard, life-threatening circumstances, boat name.
Additional channels:
68-72 non-commercial for extended conversation
14- Vessel commercial traffic
13 Bridges
WX 1-10 weather (Hold in “CLR WX” to access)
17 Port of Seattle (Shilshole)
Lights- “Running” (sail), “Steaming” (power), “Anchor”, “Cabin”
Depth sounder/knotmeter/distance- accounts for 6.5 feet of keel depth. Located ahead
of the companionway. Best instrument in fog! Activate “Instruments” switch.

VHF/stereo

Depth Sounder/Knot meter
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Electronics (cont.)

Depth/Speed/Wind
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GPS/Auto Helm (not working)

DC Panel

AC Panel

Cabin Lights
Anchor Light
Running Lights
Steaming Light
Compass
GPS
Instruments
Stereo

AC Main
Reverse polarity
Port AC
Starboard AC
Battery Charger
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Galley Systems

Paladin has a functional galley with an Origo one-burner non-pressurized cookstove, an
ice chest and a stainless sink with a fresh water foot pump accessing a 25 gallon water
tank, which is below the starboard berth.

Galley Sink Drain location

Origo-Non-pressurized Alcohol - Cook stove

Origo Stove system- These cook-tops are very popular as a safe alternative to propane.
They are easy to fill, purchase, and utilize. Non-pressurized alcohol stoves have a low
volatility rate and they can be extinguished with water
Steps for Safe Operation:
Filling the canister: Open the Stainless stove box and remove the canister to fill. DO
NOT pour directly into the box! Overfilling/spilling could cause a fire! Fill with marine
grade stove alcohol which you can replenish at any marine or hardware store.
Lighting the stove: (1) Open the valve on the front of the unit. Light propane lighter and
insert deep into wick area. Once lit adjust desired flame. Cooks slightly cooler than your
home stove so plan your time accordingly. Make sure to keep a vent open to release toxic
fumes and reduce amount of condensation that will accumulate in the cabin.
Extinguishing the stove: Make sure to completely close the valve cover when turning
off your stove. It can quietly keep burning very low if it is not completely closed and over
time could cause a fire. If you smell continued fumes, recheck that the burner is
completely out. If there is a fire you can extinguish with water.
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Ice Chest

Paladin has an ice chest lashed under the companionway steps which works well if kept
organized. Plan to throw blocks of ice in when sailing all day. It is best to keep meats and
heavy liquids close to ice at the bottom and put produce, eggs and cheeses up higher.
Replenish ice as needed every other day and eat vulnerable foods first…raw meats,
berries. When done with your trip, make sure to drain out all ice water and leave lid open.

Fresh Water System

Paladin is equipped with a 25 gallon water tank. This is accessed through the galley and
the head sink foot pumps. You will not run out of water! Only keep tank full if you also
keep the fuel tank on the starboard side
of boat full for equal weight distribution.
If either the galley or a head sink is not
draining, or is taking on water, there is a
seacock located under each sink for
overboard discharge/shut off. See the
safety/Thru-Hull diagram on page 29. It
is still legal to discard grey water, but be
conscious of what you are throwing
down the drain to our saltwater pals.
To refill water tank, knock on side of
tank under the starboard settee to get an
estimate of required refill amounts, then
Fresh water Tank on starboard w/shut-off valve
locate deck plate on starboard. Let hose
run to clear, then lightly put nozzle into the deck plate opening being sure to standby and
listen so as not to overfill. Plan to provision bottled drinking water as well.
22
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Accommodations
Paladin has a classic interior with wonderful light through the many windows and
skylights. Sleeps 4, with two in V-berth, and 2 long single bunks in main salon. There is a
chart table, shore power and plug in AC heaters.

Main Cabin (Looking forward from companionway)
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Chart Table

Single Bunks in main salon
-The galley is equipped with a single burner non-pressurized alcohol cookstove, a
stainless sink with foot pump and a 25 gallon fresh water tank, an ice chest, storage
cubbies for food and supplies in cabinets behind the stove and in the main salon aft.
-There is a marine head emptying into a 12 gallon holding tank aft of the V-berth, just
forward of the navigation station to port. There is no shower, but a second sink in the
head with a foot pump.
-Great instruments located in the cockpit display charts, radar, depth, speed, wind, etc.

25
V-Berth

Head/Holding tank
Paladin has a Jabsco marine toilet which empties into a 12-gallon holding tank located
outboard of the toilet under the sink. The deck plate is to port next to shroud chain plates.
Plan on 3 gallons/per person /per day capacity which means pumping out approximately
every 1- 2 days on an extended trip. There is access to overboard discharge via a “Y”
valve which is secured to only pump to the tank since it is only legal once you are 3+
miles from any shore. You must use the pump-out stations any time you are in Puget
Sound.

Fwd Head /Head Pump handle w/ Flush/Dry/ Y-valve/ Tank
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(Under head sink)

Overboard Head Seacock/sink foot pump/Holding Tank/Sink Drain hose exits exhaust
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Head/Holding Tank (Cont.)
Please follow steps below for proper head use:
(1) Open seacock for intake (black handle below seacock)
(2) Prime toilet in “Flush” position 3-4 pumps
(3) After use flush in “Flush” position until vacated
(4) Move selector to “Dry” then pump until bowl is empty. Keep in “Dry” position.
(5) Close seacock for safety
Precautions
Anytime handle will not flush, do not force! May be plugged or worse, holding tank is
overfilled. IF VENT HOSE PLUGS UP, FORCING PUMP HANDLE MAY BUST
OPEN FITTINGS. To avoid this, check your holding tank daily to plan appropriate
holding tank pump-out stop. To check the tank, knock on side/visual inspection usually
works fine. Only flush organics down toilet. No toilet paper or paper of any kind.
Instead, discard in Ziploc bags in the garbage.
Holding Tank Pump-out Procedure:
The pump-out facilities at Shilshole are located at the end of the fuel dock and the end of
A-dock.
1. Find deck key and deck plates to fore and aft holding tanks.
2. Prime pump hose with salt water then close to bring onboard.
3. Firmly hold nozzle in the deck plate and open valve before turning on the pump.
4. Pump out tanks until site glass looks mostly clear.
5. Turn off pump, close valve, and GENTLY remove nozzle so as not to create a
“fountain” effect.
6. Fill with fresh water and pump out again to clean. Rinse off deck after replacing
deck plate.
7. Rinse out pump-out hose with salt water for next person. Wash hands!
Emptying Holding Tanks Overboard- We expect charterers to go to the pump out
station as a standard rule. Only pump overboard in emergencies when you are 3+ miles
from shore. To pump overboard, unscrew the keeper pin and direct the “Y” valve handle
towards overboard discharge. Open the thru-hull fitting under the sink and flush toilet as
normal. Once empty, switch “Y” valve back to Tank, and close the thru hull.
Remember!! You are responsible for bringing the boat back empty after an overnight
charter. Please comply with Club rules and pump out before docking at home. Thanks.
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Anchor System
Paladin is equipped with one Danforth anchor, stowed forward in the v-berth hanging
locker. Paladin draws 6’5” so best to allow for a minimum of 10 ft. clearance. Never
anchor in less than a 3:1 ratio line to water depth 4/5:1 is best. 7-10:1 for storms.

(Primary) Danforth anchor/

200’ unmarked line coiled in two 100’ lengths

Always run anchor off port bow so as not to
damage bowsprit on stbd. Run line through chock.

Important tips: When hoisting the anchor, always move boat forward with engine.
Always wear gloves when working the anchor system and never grab a chain if it is
running free! Let it run out until it stops, then readjust scope as needed.
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Sails and Rigging
Paladin is a J 105 and designed as the perfect performance racer/cruiser she sails like a
dream. Full sail can be carried in up to18 knots especially since the main sail area is set
forward. The running and standing rigging are designed for efficiency. A wealth of racing
and cruising experience has gone into the deck layout to make sailing and boat handling
safe and easy to handle by a couple and for a racing crew.
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Standing and Running Rigging (refer to diagram next page)
Hydraulic Backstay: The J-105 is equipped with an integral hydraulic backstay to help
you fine tune the rig for optimum performance. Do not over tension as you can break
fittings at the mast head. Pay attention to the numeric gauge.
Boom- White reefing line is on port and blue is to starboard. The starboard reef line
doubles as the Cunningham.
Main Halyard-exits the mast on the port side, through the inboard port organizer block,
aft through the double stopper clutch, then to a winch on port side.
Jib Halyard- exits mast to port and leads to outboard stopper hole on port side.
Main Sheet- this is a 24:1 system designed to allow for easy adjustments. The location of
the traveler facilitates single-handed sailing. The fixed center line cleat base rotates to
port and starboard. Be sure to keep a stopper knot at the end of the main sheet.
Traveler- this is a Harken low friction system with a 3:1 purchase system on each side.
Boom Vang- The Hall QuikVang is a mechanically operated spring loaded boom vang
with a Harken block and tackle purchase system. This system allows for easy adjustment
and also acts as a boom topping lift. Do not over-tension the main sheet with the sail
lowered as you can break the internal spring in this system.
Outhaul- adjusted at the cleat on the underside of the boom.
Cunningham- Doubles as the starboard reefing line. (Not currently led through boom.)
The line leads forward from the boom end to the gooseneck up to the Cunningham hook,
through a bullseye hook in the mast, down to the mast base block, then aft to a cockpit
clutch. To set up as a reefing line, run boom end through reef grommet, then back down
around boom with a bowline.(See pictures on p. 38/39 and 41/42)
Jib Sheets- continuous line which attaches to the roller furling headsail, and leads to the
fairlead blocks on the track, aft to the lower sheave of the double turning block and
finally to the primary winch. See picture.
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Main Sail Adjustments
The Outhaul adjustment is under the boom. Boom vang, reefing line and Cunningham
also adjust forward by the gooseneck. Since it is a Quikvang, there is no boom topping
lift adjustment. Main sheet/traveler adjusts by the helm. There is a dual main sheet line
for fine tuning. Make sure to safely cleat both sides of the traveler during operation.

Main sheet/traveler

Backstay Handle

Boom Vang/Reef Line/Cunningham

Outhaul
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Halyard Winches and Deck Clutches above companionway

(Port)
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Jib/Main Halyards

(Starboard)

Spinnaker Halyard

Raising and Lowering the Main
Safety Tip: Paladin is rigged to hold up the boom with a rigid boom vang. Once
halyard is attached to the head of the mainsail and not holding up the end of the
boom, the boom is not as stable and will bounce up and down with the waves.
Have a crew member keep a hand on the boom or briefly tension the main sheet to
stabilize until the height of the main sail takes over the job of lifting boom to a
safe tension.
Rigging the Main:
To rig the main, first un-attach halyard from the end of the boom and attach
halyard shackle to the head of the main sail making sure halyard is free and clear
to the top. Don’t let go of the halyard before attached unless you feel like
taking a climb! On a windy day, pre-rig the reefing line through reefing cringle
to simplify the reefing process on the water. (See p. 39/42) If wind speed is over
18 knots, make sure to reef before you leave the dock (see section on reefing the
main)
Next, ease boom vang, untie sail ties, and uncoil mainsheet for preparation of
hoisting. Make sure reefing lines are eased as well unless you pre-reefed at the
dock.
Hoisting the main:
Tips: Typically done outside the marina, it can be helpful to have a crewmember
jump the halyard at the mast and a second person take up the slack in the cockpit
aft of the halyard clutch. Sail should go up easily. You can use the cockpit winch
to raise the sail as it gets heavy.
Steps to hoisting the main:
1-Motor slowly towards the wind on a close haul about10-30 degrees on a port
tack.
2- Next double check cleats for the main sheet, boom vang, reefing line, and
Cunningham. Ease the boom vang and main sheet by 2-3 feet and push up the
boom so there is no tension.
3- Hoist sail, looking up to make sure sail is running free and clear of obstacles.
Sail is fully raised when tack has diagonal tension lines. Adjust tension for
wind…more for strong and less for lighter winds.
4- Finally, adjust mainsheet/traveler, boom vang, Cunningham and outhaul as
conditions require.
5- Once sail is raised, coil halyard for safety.
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Lowering the main:
Tips: Always start the engine before lowering mainsail for control!
With the engine running, head into the wind to prepare to drop the sail. Lower the
sail and flake as you go. This is a typically a two-person operation with a person
fore and aft. If it is too choppy, bring the sail down best you can and throw some
ties around it to stabilize planning to fold properly when you reach the dock. Once
flaked, reconnect the halyard to the boom, ease boom vang, and raise boom to a
desired horizontal position for storage.
.
Stow main halyard on end of boom away from the mast after use as it gets chaffed
if allowed to slap against mast on a windy day. Shackle to end of boom through
the lanyard provided, not through the outhaul or reefing lines which gets too much
wear.
Steps to dousing the main:
1- Start the engine and turn to weather on a close haul port tack approximately
10-30 degrees toward the wind so that the sail is not flogging and will lower
more smoothly.
2- Release the main sheet as required. Ease halyard slowly keeping a wrap
around the winch for leverage.
3- Lower sail with one crew member forward and one flaking at the leech putting
ties on in parts.
4- Stabilize boom by removing halyard from head of main and attaching to end
of boom. Lift boom to horizontal position and secure.

Flaked Main
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Halyard attached to lanyard (not reefing line) at end of boom

Make sure to take out reef if you want the full main to go up easily!

Sail goes up easier when the wind is not at your back!
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Reefing the Main
When the forecast calls for strong winds or you feel uncomfortable in the current
conditions, reefing the main sail is a good option to decrease the boats power.
Paladin’s main has one reef point with a white reefing line running inside the boom
from gooseneck cleat forward then aft to a sheave on the end of the boom. Untie the
stopper knot and run line through reef grommet then back to the boom with a
bowline. See picture below. There are reef hooks on port and starboard near the
gooseneck fitting and no reefing cringles on the sail. Important: Before leaving the
dock make sure reef line is ready to go especially on a windy day.
Remember! There are no reef ties or mid-cringles so the only place to tidy lowered sail
is at the new clew through the aft reefing grommet with a sail tie. See photos. If
unnatural “V” creases appear, ease reefing tie slightly to avoid tearing sail at this point.
Also, do not over tighten the reefing line! If you see creases, ease so as not to rip out the
grommet.

Reefing line ready to go (Bowline could be tighter around boom to ensure sail can snug up to boom)
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Reefing (Cont.)

Reef Hook & Grommet/ Reefing Line Cleat

Sail tie through new clew to tidy
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Reefed main
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Steps to Reefing the Main:
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1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Let wind out of main (head upwind, sheet out or heave-to)
Crew member stabilizes boom
Ease main sheet and boom vang
Ease halyard to desired reef point and hook reef hook into cringle
Re-tension halyard
Tighten associated reefing line until new clew is touching boom and
pulling as new outhaul.
7) Finally, run ties through new clew to tidy. Readjust sheets and vang.

Roller Furling Headsail
Working as a Genoa or any number of shorter sail sizes, this
furling system works well. The furling line runs down the port
side to the cockpit jam cleat. It is best to ease the furling line
slowly when opening the sail on windy days to avoid a snarl up
front.
Also, furling the sail works easier if you head downwind to a
broad reach on a windy day. This reduces the apparent wind and
keeps the sail from over-tightening while furling. Never force the
system with a winch as you may break things! Look up to make
sure you didn’t catch the spinnaker halyard in the furl.

Securing Paladin at the end of your sail

Furling Line and Cam Cleat

Furled Jib
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Cockpit Jib Winch

Securing Paladin at the end of the day

Proper Tie up w/ bow/stern/spring lines

Tidy Cockpit/Covers on/Boom Horizontal
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Proper fender placement and shore power cord path- (Make sure boats are squared off and spreaders are staggered)

Lines Coiled
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Disembarking
When you are done sailing for the day, make sure the boat is ready for the next club
member. Follow the securing checklist! Especially complete the following:
Furl both sails with lines well-secured so sails do not open on their own on a windy
night! Secure outhaul, furling lines, sheets, halyards, backstay, boom vang.
Lines and Fenders: Make sure you have 3 fenders on each side of the boat amidships,
and have secured four lines: a bow line, stern line, and spring lines fore and aft.
Turn off DC switches
Shore Power and AC panel: Plug in shore power with all breakers off for safety. Once
connected, turn on the AC breaker then turn on Battery Charger switch on the AC panel.
This is incredibly important for the next person who uses the boat as well as for the life of
the batteries. See Electrical section for detail.
Heater/Dehumidifier: Once hooked up correctly to shore power, turn on the “outlets”
switch and place the heater in a safe place on medium-low. If there is one onboard plug in
the dehumidifier and make sure the collection tank is empty and turn on. Make sure both
units are pointed in a safe place where they won’t fall or catch something on fire.
Bilge pump: Make sure the bilge pump switch is on auto. The “bilge pump”switch
remains on.
Cabin clean-up: It is important to leave the boat in as good or better condition than
it was before departure.
-Remove personal gear
-Cleaning supplies will be kept on board for use during/after charters.
-Make sure to clean up any mess, crumbs, dirty dishes, bottles, dirt that may have
been overlooked.
-Wash Counters and Floors
-Remove all items from fridge and leave no ice water in the bottom.
-Remove all trash from the boat and replace garbage bag.
Secure boat: Close hatches, ports, propane valve, attach dodger windows.
Boat wash: Give exterior hull a rinse to remove the salt. Use the deck brush and soapy
water to scrub the deck thoroughly. Do Not use the deck brush on ports, hatches or
dodger windows, they get scratched! Scrub cockpit well, (especially if food was served!),
and rinse thoroughly.
Turn in the completed checklist!
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Boat Manual/Quick Start Guide

J 105 - Paladin
Boat Manual/Quick Start Guide
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